
Increase Backup and Restore Success
The best way to increase the success of your 
backup environment is to eliminate the cause of 
failed backups. SafeStore StorageConsole Backup 
Manager helps you pinpoint problems to increase 
the reliability of your backups and restores.

Backup and Restore Summary
Instantly see successful, partial, and failed 
back-ups. Drill down to discover the root cause  
of reported problems.

Discovery of Unprotected Data
Reduce exposure of unprotected data by  
auto-matically identifying clients and data sets  
that aren’t protected under a backup policy.

Identify Suspect Backups
Eliminate “false positives” by identifying partial or  
failed backups that report as successful by the  
backup software.

Improve Capacity Planning
SafeStore StorageConsole Backup Manager  
helps you maximize current backup resources  
and improve your capacity planning.

Drive Utilization
The Tape Library and Drive Utilization Report helps  
load balance your drives by identifying drives that 
are underutilized and those that are over capacity.

Media Forecasting Dashboard
SafeStore StorageConsole Backup Manager shows  
the capacity you’ll need in the future based on your 
current and historical tape consumption. Plan tape 
purchases accordingly instead of being caught off 
guard when capacity runs out.

Tape Media and Disk Utilization
Gain an intuitive view of available tape media  
capacity and utilization with indicator bars.  
Availability warnings enable you to manage the  
backup environment proactively.

Policy Auditing
Keep an audit trail and history of changes made  
to NetBackup policies including detailed compliance 
reporting of the changes and the effect on the data 
protection of the associated clients over the life 
of the Policy.

Streamline Compliance
SafeStore StorageConsole Backup Manager  
provides out-of-the-box compliance reports so  
you’ll meet internal SLAs and pass external  
regulatory audits like Sarbanes Oxley. You can  
also easily create custom reports that match  
unique compliance requirements.

Mission Control Dashboard 
Preconfigured dashboard designed for compliance 
reporting gives you a snapshot status of every server  
by day using intuitive indicator lights.

Service Level Agreements (SLA)
Track backup performance against established  
SLA levels for backup start time, duration, and  
backup success. 
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